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Low-cost apartments incorporating smart materials, Hamburg, Germany
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Frank Barkow
Architect
Barkow Leibinger Architects
Berlin, Germany

1. Prof. Regine Leibinger, Architect, Barkow Leibinger Architects, Berlin, Germany; 2. Prof. Dr. sc.tec Mike Schlaich, Engineer, 
Schlaich Bergermann und Partner, Berlin, Germany; 3. Prof. Matthias Schuler, Engineer, TRANSSOLAR Energietechnik GmbH, 
Stuttgart, Germany

The jury identified the strength of the project in its innovative concept for construction and material that uses pre-fabricated 
lightweight-concrete elements which incorporate recycled foamed glass as an internal aggregate. On top of that is an overall 
design scheme with competent solutions for a public housing development in every relevant aspect – an ambitious design 
and a zero-carbon energy concept even in the context of lower-income communities.

Our proposal is a prize-winning scheme selected for construc-
tion in Hamburg, Germany in the context of the IBA (inter-
national building exhibition) there and as sponsored by the 
City of Hamburg and Arch+ magazine. The Smart Material 
House provides six flexible live-work types for a four-storey 
apartment house within a new master plan for housing 
and new landscapes. The apartments are available at low 
price to eligible families or individuals from the community. 

Supporting the ambition to combine high-performance 
aspects with formal/spatial possibilities we propose to 
combine fast-growth fir decking slabs with prefabricated 
lightweight concrete walls. The prefabricated construction 
elements can be assembled quickly on site, reducing over-
all construction costs. The approach was to consider these 
materials as a starting point regarding their production 
and delivery methods then discover what kind of formal 
and spatial possibilities they offered us.

Working with structural engineer Mike Schlaich, lightweight 
concrete is used as a multi-tasking construction element 
that is self-insulated utilizing recycled foamed glass as an 
internal aggregate. 1/3 the weight of conventional concrete 
it also has 1/3 the carbon impact as conventional poured or 
precast concrete. Offset by the combined use of wood con-
struction with its negative carbon impact allows this build-
ing to approach a zero carbon material effect. The second 
planning partner Matthias Schuler of Transsolar supported 
the project for low-energy and sustainable design. 

The concrete walls are sculpturally formed off-site in form-
works constructed of laser-cut sheet steel. With three base 
types an additional three can be generated by flipping the 
wall element 180° on its head. The forms also allow different 
pour heights responding to different clear heights spatially. 
The combination of varying window elements allowed us a 
wide range of façade and room differentiation. The sculptural 
forms of the elements provide a structurally self-supporting 
element, which “spatializes” internally and externally dynami-
cally shaping rooms and exterior loggias.

Structurally, the concrete wall elements can overlap and 
stagger as they stack over each other, generating a highly-
articulated plastically-modeled exterior elevation, which 
avoids cold-bridge problems by the use of these self-insu-
lated materials. Wall-depth wood window frames with triple-
insulated glass inserts complete the enclosure. 

This logic allows the entire house to be constructed like a 
house of cards in terms of speed whilst generating enormous 
stability due to the form of the wall-elements. The goal was 
to exploit the advantageous of lightweight concrete tech-
nically while at the same time its possibilities for plastic 
three dimensional form making.

Innovation and transferability – Progress
The Smart Materials House uses infra-lightweight concrete 
(Infraleichtbeton), which utilizes a recycled foamed glass 
as an aggregate. Using recycled glass infra-lightweight 
concrete can be categorized as a low CO2 material. The em-
bodied energy is even less compared to normal concrete. The 
self-insulated material is employed in pre-cast building 
wall element These supporting walls are combined with 
wood glue-laminated floor decking (a minus CO2 material) 
like a house of cards so the entire system can be prefabricated 
and erected on site within days saving time and money. The 
walls consist of two types, which are reversible (upside 
down) generating four types, which can be poured at differ-
ent heights. The scheme takes advantage of the positive 
aspects of wall thickness for better insulation and to pro-
duce a dynamic spatial effect to the exterior and interior. 

Ethical standards and social equity – People
The project provides social housing in a lower-income com-
munity outside of Hamburg under the auspices of the IBA 
Hamburg 2006/11 - a German initiative for the urban improve-
ment of social, cultural, and ecological aspects for targeted 
communities. The Smart Material House provides six flexible 
live-work types for a four-storey apartment house within a 
new master plan for housing and new landscapes. The 
apartments are available at low price to eligible families or 
individuals from the community.

Environmental quality and resource efficiency – Planet
The strategy is both a material one as well as being of techno-
logical high-performance. In regard to the material aspect, 
the two main materials are sustainable timber and recycled 
products in the self-insulated concrete. Avoiding additional 
insulation the embedded energy of the monolithic wall is 
minimized and simplifies the recycling process of the building 
after its lifetime. The homogenous concrete walls are (the 
concrete is both the interior and exterior finish) embedded 
with tube conduit that provides conductive heating and 
cooling through water (a highly efficient system). This is 
combined with a closed air supply and return system. The 
wooden windows are additionally operable and combine 
triple glazing with an acoustical outlying fixed panel to 
protect the apartments from nearby traffic noise. The roof 
is planted with local vegetation and photovoltaic panels 
are placed on the carport roof.

Economic performance and compatibility – Prosperity
The project takes initial advantage of tax incentives for 
community development and low sales prices of the building 
lots from the city. The construction cost is low due to the 
redundancy in construction elements, compactness of the 
structure and spans, advantages of pre-fabrication/speed/
transportation, ease of assembly, no basement, and eco-
nomic building materials. The efficiency of the heating/
cooling/acoustic systems will also dramatically reduce op-
erating and maintenance life cycle costs.

Contextual and aesthetic impact – Proficiency 
Within the context of a post-industrial Wilhelmsburg, the 
Smart Material House is a compact free-standing structure 
characterized by the exposed concrete walls and floors. 
These surfaces condition the interior spaces dynamically, 
which are also flexible allowing an open loft-like space or 
partitioning with orthogonal walls as desired. The thick 
walls reestablish a baroque-like aesthetic of poché long 
since abolished under the auspices of modernism and the 
modern curtain wall.
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View inside apartment.

Floor plans.

Material combination.

Energy concept.

Location and site plan.

Construction.

Facade detail.

Model. Model detail.

View from street.
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Urban renewal and swimming-pool precinct, Berlin, Germany
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1. Jan Edler, Architect, realities united, Berlin, Germany; 2. Denise Dih, Architect, DODK, Berlin, Germany

The Flussbad project is located in the very center of Berlin. 
The practical scope of the project is to transform with lim-
ited means an unused river arm into a natural 745m “swim-
ming pool” and to provide water of according quality by 
treating river water in a natural reed bed filter. 

Interventions are restricted to the creation of the necessary 
provisions to make the river accessible and to ensure the 
appropriate quality of the river water. The first aspect is 
dealt with by converting parts of the Lustgarten quay wall 
into a generous stair providing access to the swimming pool 
and offering a place to sit, hang out and watch. Functional 
locker- and changing rooms etc. are integrated unobtru-
sively into the terrain. A continuous gangplank lines the 
entire stretch of the river section for safety. The pool will be 
fed and constantly perfused by river water purified in a suc-
cession of reed bed filters and a sand bed filters located in 
the upper section of the river arm. A barrage at the lower 
end prevents the backflow of unfiltered water into the 
swimming pool. The continuous underwater stormwater 
pipe will contain and channel off any overflow from six 
emergency outlets of the city’s sewage system. (“Planet”) 

Practical effect 
After 120 years of “unemployment”, the project reactivates 
a currently under-valued urban resource. (“Prosperity”) 
Flussbad will add to the sparse provision of sports and rec-
reation spaces for the central districts of Berlin caused by 
an increase of population (up to 75%) and a parallel loss of 
vacant spaces since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. In ad-
dition, this project will both supply a vital impulse to the 
historic center and will return to the contemporary popula-
tion ie. some “authentic life” to Berlin’s museum island. It 
will diminish the mental and practical division between 
“everyday” Berlin and the official ie. touristic/governmental 
Berlin. (“Proficiency”)

Symbolic effect 
Beyond its practical implications, the project is highly sym-
bolic. Not so much because it stands in contrast to the past 
20 years of urban development policy in Berlin – but as a 
most fundamental challenge by creating a new interpreta-
tion of the river’s potential. The conversion of the city’s most 
central river section into a resource for recreation and for 
public urban life radically questions the “ownership” of the 
river and its status quo solely as a means of transportation 
and effluent disposal. The project signals the chances (and 
the need) for an open-minded and radical reassessment of 
the river being one of the important natural resources of 
Berlin. (“People”)

Creating the possibility to swim in the river will raise the 
appetite for more (“Progress”) and an awareness of the 
body of water and its ecosystem. This will promote much 
needed change through Flussbad, Berlin, Germany.

Innovation and transferability – Progress
Transferability is a central aspect of the project. This is less 
for the elements of conversion (stairs, reed bed, etc.), but 
for the approach: the reassessment of rivers (or other re-
sources) from a cultural, ecological and a broadened eco-
nomic perspective. In many modern cities the idea to use 
(their) river as a resource for a richer, healthier and more 
sustainable urban life will be more competitive than the 
status quo deployment of rivers as a means for transporta-
tion of goods and waste. 

Ethical standards and social equity – People
This project is about ownership and control of the river. It 
shows the potential (and need) for an open-minded reas-
sessment of the river being one of Berlin’s outstanding 
natural resources. By converting the central part of the river 
into a resource for recreation, for a public urban space - and 
for everyone - it radically questions the status quo. Today 
the river is used for transportation and effluent disposal 
and by law any alternative kind of appropriation is hindered 
or suppressed.

Environmental quality and resource efficiency – Planet
Two valuable resources are at the focus of this project: water 
and urban space. Water: although 6% of Berlin’s area is covered 
by water, the city has a significantly increasing negative 
water balance. Berlin’s city center has an outmoded sewage 
system that is the sole source of pollution for the otherwise 
healthy river Spree. Several times a year during heavy rains 
the mixed sewage system spills over into the river and 
wipes out most of the biological life. The new usage of the 
river for swimming and other recreational activities will 
significantly grow the currently lacking public awareness 
for this issue and will help to bring about the needed infra-
structural and administrative change. Urban space: Out of 
a former biological and functional “wasteland” Flussbad 
creates with little means a generous and robust recreational 
facility, valuable public space plus a 1.8 ha reed bed natural 
reserve.

Economic performance and compatibility – Prosperity
Over centuries the river has been a fundamental driving 
yet variable aspect of the development of Berlin. Our section 
of the river became altogether functionless in 1894. Here 
the Flussbad will generate an economic effect by increasing 
the quality of life in the inner city quarters. Secondly the 
bold show of mundane vitality next to the museum island 
will become a new icon of Berlin - important for a city that 
economically is based increasingly on the exploitation of 
its peculiar character.

Contextual and aesthetic impact – Proficiency 
Flussbad is located at the very center of historic Berlin next 
to the ancient villages of Berlin and Cölln and the castle in 
later times. In the past 120 years this area has lost domestic 
use in exchange for public functions, many of them related 
to national government and high culture museums. The 
Flussbad project through also welcoming roughly 1 million 
exhausted tourists after their tours aims to widen the us-
ability of the existing urban space and generate a renais-
sance of the city center as a place of importance for the 
“real” domestic Berlin. The mundane recreational place, 
providing a badly-needed recreational facility in this part 
of the city, will mix in a relaxed way the domestic, the tour-
istic and the iconic Berlin.

The jury commended this project due to its direct and very strong impact on the quality of urban life in an area of Berlin which 
has been previously overlooked. The project questions the ownership of the river itself that is currently used exclusively for shipping 
and drainage purposes but not for public activities. The idea of providing a public facility is convincing, feasible and easily 
transferable. It is complemented with an ecological concept that supplies unpolluted water and with a simple design that adapts 
respectfully to the historic context of the adjacent buildings. It is an excellent example of what could be achieved within 
challenging inner city areas that possess a rich tradition and cultural heritage where the local public has been overlooked.
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Panorama Flussbad - right side.

River schemes.

Space and people density.

Location in Berlin’s Center.

Changing river use.

Details water treatment and pool.

Panorama Flussbad - left side.
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